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Abstract. This topical issue collates a series of papers based on new data reported at the third Nano-IBCT
Conference of the COST Action MP1002: Nanoscale Insights into Ion Beam Cancer Therapy, held in
Boppard, Germany, from October 27th to October 31st, 2014. The Nano-IBCT COST Action was launched
in December 2010 and brought together more than 300 experts from diﬀerent disciplines (physics, chemistry,
biology) with specialists in radiation damage of biological matter from hadron-therapy centres, and medical
institutions. This meeting followed the ﬁrst and the second conferences of the Action held in October 2011
in Caen, France and in May 2013 in Sopot, Poland respectively. This conference series provided a focus
for the European research community and has highlighted the pioneering research into the fundamental
processes underpinning ion beam cancer therapy.

1 Introduction
Ion beam cancer therapy (IBCT, or hadron therapy)
represents an eﬀective method for providing high-dose
delivery into tumours, thereby maximizing the probability of killing the cancer cells whilst simultaneously minimizing the radiation damage to surrounding healthy tissue [1–3]. Despite its high cost, proton-beam therapy is
widely spread around the world with over 60 operational
centres1 . In ten European and Asian centres, patients are
irradiated with carbon ions. Nonetheless, the full potential of these therapies can only be realised by achieving a
better understanding of physical, chemical and biological
mechanisms, over a range of time and space scales, that
leads to cell inactivation under ion radiation.
The damaging eﬀect of ionizing radiation has been
known for many years. It has been commonly accepted
that high-energy tracks formed by α, β, and γ radiation
and atomic ions ionize cell components along the track,
thereby leading to various dissociation channels and to
the formation of damaging radicals. This has led to intensive research on the study of the mechanisms for the
formation of such radicals and the fragmentation pattern
of biomolecules by photons, electrons and ions. Such fundamental data underpins the study of radiation protec
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tion and the development of biomedical uses of diﬀerent
radiation, generally called radiotherapy, for treatment, of
tumoural diseases in particular. The next generation of
radiotherapy may be based on hadron therapy2 and in
particular ion-beam therapy. To date the development of
ion beam therapy has been based on empirical rather than
phenomenological or ab initio scientiﬁc methods [4]. The
emergence of the “RADAM” [4] and then “NanoIBCT”3
communities has played an important role in attracting
physicists, chemists, and biologists into the ﬁeld to tackle
a plethora of scientiﬁc questions raised by the technological advances in this ﬁeld.
The majority of biological eﬀects of ion beams are associated with the process of ionization of the medium by
traversing ions. It is commonly accepted that secondary
electrons, ejected by ionization, are mainly responsible for
DNA damage, either breaking the DNA strands directly,
or reacting with molecules of tissue, producing free radicals and other DNA reactive species. Macroscopically, the
advantages of using ion beams compared to photons are
related to the presence of a Bragg peak in the depth-dose
distribution, where the production of secondary electrons
is maximized. This localizes irradiation eﬀects deep in tissue thus increasing the treatment eﬃciency and reducing
side eﬀects by sparing neighboring healthy tissue. However, the mechanisms involved in radiation damage on the
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nanoscale and molecular level are still a subject of fundamental multidisciplinary research.
In 2010–2014, the European Concerted Research Action, COST Action MP1002: “Nano-scale insights in ion
beam cancer therapy (Nano-IBCT)” was devoted to acquiring a deeper understanding of radiation induced damage with ions on the nanoscopic and molecular level. This
endeavour clustered around the multiscale approach to
the physics of radiation damage with ions [1,5], designed
to achieve a quantitative understanding of the physical,
chemical, and biological eﬀects that take place on a wide
range of spatial, temporal, and energy scales. The COST
Action combined European experimental and theoretical
expertise in several topics including nuclear reactions and
electromagnetic processes during the propagation of ion
beams in tissue, primary ionization in the medium (water and biological molecules), direct damage and production of secondary species (secondary electrons, radicals,
holes), propagation of secondary species and their interaction with DNA, and radiobiological scale eﬀects.
Action was formally launched in December 2010 and
since then has brought together more than 300 experts
from diﬀerent disciplines (physics, chemistry, biology, etc.)
drawn from more than ﬁfty diﬀerent institutions including
hadron therapy centres and medical institutions. The Action also engaged with colleagues working in countries outside the EU, including Canada, Australia, Japan, India,
China and the USA. Two thirds of those participating
were early career researches and a quarter were postgraduate students half of which were young female researchers.
Within the framework of the COST Action Nano-IBCT
three major conferences (held in Caen, France October
2011, Sopot, Poland May 2013 and Boppard, Germany
2013) and 12 workshops were organised. The Action also
supported more than 100 Short Term Scientiﬁc missions
between diﬀerent institutions and countries, which resulted in more nearly 200 publications in high impact journals. For further details, see the Action’s website3 . The 3rd
Nano-IBCT conference, held in Boppard, Germany, October 27–31, 2014, provided the opportunity to review recent
progress in the ﬁeld of radiation damage to biomolecular
systems and how such knowledge can be applied to the
development of new cancer therapies.
The main objective of the Action was to address the
basic scientiﬁc questions which underpin the nanoscopic
and molecular mechanisms associated with Ion Beam
Cancer Therapy. In particular, the following goals were
pursued:
– Understanding the unique features of ion irradiation
on the molecular level, e.g. site and bond selectivity,
clustered damage, local temperature and chemical effects. Some of the open questions are related to the
ratio of direct/indirect damage, the mechanisms leading to double strand break (single or multiple electron
induced fragmentation) and the elucidation of possible lethal eﬀects that are not present during photon
irradiation.
– To establish comprehensive databases of recommended
values for all the major processes involved in IBCT: ion
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and electron interaction cross sections, energy loss in
biologically relevant systems, etc. This objective implies an important experimental and theoretical eﬀort
to determine diﬀerential and integral cross sections,
both elastic and inelastic, for low incident energies.
– To yield a quantitative prediction of dose distribution
and molecular damage generated by the passage of an
ion beam through cells, for example determining the
rate and type of initial double strand breaks.
– To develop a multiscale code for the quantitative analysis of radiobiological eﬀects and therapy planning,
tested at diﬀerent levels with experiments; also including reliable estimates of the relative biological eﬀectiveness (RBE) for diﬀerent ions.
– To develop a new low energy particle track simulation
method based on the distribution functions derived
from evaluated experimental and theoretical cross sectional data and energy loss providing information on
energy distribution and induced damage at the molecular level.
The COST Action was organised through ﬁve Working Groups (WGs) each dedicated to a speciﬁc topic.
WG1: Ion Propagation, WG2: Primary ionization in the
medium, direct damage and production of secondary
species, WG3: Propagation of secondary species, WG4:
Electron attack on DNA, WG5: Radiobiological scale effects. These working groups form the pillars upon which
the research plan for a multiscale approach to the physics
of ion-beam cancer therapy are based [1]. Below, we brieﬂy
overview the work of the Nano-IBCT WGs with the emphasis of some of the results published in this topical
issue.
The multiscale approach to the physics of radiation
damage has substantially advanced and extended since
2010 and in its most complete and consistent form is presented in this topical issue. On the scale of electromagnetic
interactions, the eﬀect of the presence of biomolecules in
the medium on ionization cross sections, stopping power,
dose deposition in a cell was explored [6,7]. Another advance on this scale was the analysis of secondary electron
production by nanoparticles [8,9]. The radial dose deposition as well as transport of secondary particles on the
scales pertinent to this transport have also been investigated [10–12]. Considerable progress has been achieved
in the analysis of the shock waves on a nanometre scale
consequent to energy relaxation in the medium, predicted
in reference [13]. Thermomechanical eﬀects of these shock
waves on the radiation damage have been studied in references [14,15]. Several works were devoted to the DNA
damage mechanisms, for example clustered damage [16]
and double ionization events [17]. Finally, the multiscale
approach has been synthesised in reference [1], where the
damage probability curves were obtained for plasmid DNA
and a ‘recipe’ for the calculation of the survival curves for
real cells was suggested. Thus the Action’s research explored physical and chemical process from the time of the
ion entering the tissue to the cell’s inactivation, however
much more needs to be done before this knowledge can be
exploited in clinical procedures.
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The “Ion Propagation (Nuclear reactions and electromagnetic processes)” working group was responsible for
the accurate nuclear, atomic physics, and electrodynamics computations. This topic is not presented speciﬁcally
in this volume, but there were a number of publications in
the previous topical issue [18], such as references [19–21],
and others. Primary ionization in the medium (water and
biological molecules), direct damage and production of secondary species were the scope of the second work group.
The paper by Boscolo et al. [22] is devoted to the calculation of the eﬃciency of thermoluminescent dosimeters. The paper of Hilgers et al. [23] presents the results
of a simulation of an ion-counting nanodosimeter. Theoretical studies of ionization of biomolecules with protons
are reported by Paredes et al. [24]. Finally, a theoretical
analysis of secondary electron production in liquid water sensitized with carbon nanoparticles is reprorted by
Verkhovtsev et al. [9]. These works follow the previous
volume’s papers [25–27] and others.
Propagation of secondary species (secondary electrons,
radicals, holes) was the focus of the third working group
and its activity is presented by the following papers. The
paper by Sushko et al. [28] demonstrates the new capabilities of the MBN Explorer software, developed at the
MBN Research Center, in applications to chemically reactive systems. Alexander et al. [29] carried out energydependent track structure parametrisation for proton and
carbon ions based on nanometric simulations. Surdutovich
and Solov’yov [11] have studied transport of secondary
particles analytically and presented a more detailed radial dose distribution. More track structure simulations
are reported by Arce et al. [30] and a simulation of energy
deposition by secondary electrons is reported by Dapor
et al. [31]. The propagation of secondary species was represented in the previous topical issue as well [32,33], etc.
Electron attack on DNA (dissociative electron attachment and direct ionization) was the topic of the fourth
work group and its achievements are presented by the
following papers. The paper of Piatnytskyi et al. [34]
studies the action of hydrogen peroxide on DNA. Rudek
et al. [35] report experimental studies of DNA constituents
fragmentation on proton impact. Kumar et al. [36] compare and discuss experimental studies of DNA irradiated
with electrons. Theoretical studies of electron attachment
are reported in by Lacombe et al. [37] van der Burgt
et al. [38] experimentally studied electron impact fragmentation of adenine. A study of dissociative electron
attachment to sulfur containing compounds is presented
by Kopyra and Wladziński [39]. A theoretical study of
dissociative electron attachment to gas-phase uracil and
pyrimidine molecules is reported in the paper by Carelli
et al. [40]. Ionization of pyrimidine with electrons and
protons is studied theoretically by Champion et al. [41].
Bacchus-Montabonel [42] reported on the conformation
and orientation dependence in ion-induced collisions with
DNA and RNA building blocks. Finally, sensitizing effects of Pt and Br on DNA damage is studied by Śmialek
et al. [43]. The previous volume’s contributions on related
topics include references [26,44–51].
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Radiobiological scale eﬀects (DNA DSBs detection,
prediction and cellular consequences) were the focus of the
ﬁfth working group. The papers devoted to these topics are
not in this issue because this is a physics journal, while
the eﬀects are biological. The previous volume, however,
featured references [52,53].
Concluding, the COST Action Nano-IBCT played a
very important role in the foundation of a strong European
Nano-IBCT community, which inherited and broadened
the traditions of the initial RADAM network. Ideas emerging during the Nano-IBCT COST Action led to many research collaborations including the establishment of the
current ARGENT programme exploring nanoparticles as
radiosenistizers (www.argent.eu). A more detailed review
of the research of ion beam therapy drawing on the results
of the Nano-IBCT Acost action will appear in the form of
a book to be published by Springer in 2016.
We are grateful to the support of COST Action MP1002
“Nano-scale insights in ion beam cancer therapy” and FP7
ITN-ARGENT.
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